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A B S T R A C T

Electrochemotherapy (ECT) is a non-thermal tumour ablation modality, safe and effective

on any type of solid tumour. Its use is presently standardized to skin and subcutaneous

localisations. ECT is based on the use of non-permeant drugs possessing high intrinsic

cytotoxicity (such as bleomycin), or low-permeant drugs with known efficacy (such as cis-

platin), which act directly on the cellular DNA. ECT is also based on the achievement of

in vivo tumor cell electropermeabilization by means of electric pulses locally delivered to

the tumors after bleomycin or cisplatin injection. Cell electropermeabilisation, a physical

procedure that affects all tumor cell types, allows these anticancer drugs to enter the cells,

thus magnifying their cytotoxicity by orders of magnitude. Efficacy is also sustained by a

response of the host immune system, probably due to the type of cell death caused by

the ECT. At least for the bleomycin injected intravenously, treatment causes a mitotic cell

death that rapidly kills the dividing tumor cells and spares the neighboring non-dividing

normal cells, explaining selectivity towards the dividing tumour cells and safety of the pro-

cedure. Safety is also due to the vascular effects of the electric pulses: ECT provokes a tran-

sient vascular lock which prevents further bleeding, and even stops previous bleeding in

the case of hemorrhagic nodules. These bases explain why ECT is safe and very well toler-

ated by the patients, and why its efficacy is very high on the treated nodules, whatever the

tumour histological origin.

� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Electrochemotherapy is defined as the local potentiation, by

means of permeabilizing electric pulses, of the antitumour

activity of a non-permeant (or a low-permeant) anticancer

drug possessing a high intrinsic cytotoxicity.

This definition reflects the concept as it was initially

developed, based on experiments on cells in culture. It re-

mains still valid that the two key points determining the

bases as well as the efficacy of the electrochemotherapy

are indeed (i) the electropermeabilisation of the cells and

(ii) the use of non-permeant anticancer drug (like the bleo-

mycin) or of low permeant anticancer drug (like the cis-
er Ltd. All rights reserved

45.
platin). However further studies revealed that the interest

of the electrochemotherapy is also based on the one hand,

on the type of cell death provoked by the bleomycin, that

seems to provoke (iii) the emergence of an antitumour im-

mune response and (iv) a selective killing of the tumour

cells, and on the other hand on a physiological reaction of

the tissues exposed to the electric pulses that results in (v)

a transient vascular lock in the tissues exposed to the elec-

tric pulses, followed by antivascular effects resulting from

death of the endothelial vascular cells.

These different mechanisms impacting on ECT bases and

effectiveness are discussed here below, as well as their poten-

tial implications in ECT safety and future developments.
.
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2. Achievement of in vivo cell
electropermeabilization

Of course, this is an essential point in ECT efficacy. To stress

its importance, the accompanying paper by Miklavcic is en-

tirely devoted to the electrical parameters of the treatment,

including the models of electric field distribution in the tissue,

the types of electrodes available, the choice of the applied

voltage to entirely cover the tumours with appropriate elec-

tric fields, etc. The entire coverage of the treated lesions by

electric fields of appropriate amplitude is mandatory to en-

sure the efficacy and safety of the treatment: this condition

is satisfied by the electrodes geometry and the corresponding

electrical parameters set by the CliniporatorTM, provide the

whole nodule(s) is covered in one or more applications of

the electrodes.

Here, only the general bases of the effects of the electric

pulses used in ECT are reported, to emphasize the point that

in ECT, the electric pulses are not intended to kill the cells at

all. The electric pulses are just a means to transiently per-

meabilize the cells and to deliver non-permeant or low-per-

meant drugs inside the cells. Because of its physical nature,

the cell permeabilization obtained by electric pulses applica-

tion is a very elegant way to vectorize drugs. Indeed, contrary

to chemical permeabilization, no residues (other than the

cytotoxic drugs, of course) are left into the body after the

treatment and the treated volume can be controlled by means

of the type of electrodes and of their positioning with respect

to the tumour nodules. A sort of ‘‘dosimetry’’ is achievable to

limit the volume of treatment.1,2 Moreover, for the safety of

the procedure, on line control of the voltage is also possible,

to avoid the delivery of excessive voltages (Cukjati et al., per-

sonal communication).

Since the initial experiments in the laboratory on cells in

culture3,4 that were rapidly translated into preclinical5,6 and

clinical studies,7,8 the following parameters have been always

used: eight consecutive square-wave electric pulses of 100 ls

duration delivered at a repetition frequency of 1 Hz (one per

second). The voltages applied depend essentially on the elec-

trode type and distance between the electrodes, and are auto-

matically set by the pulse generator.

At the level of the entire cell, the consequences of cell expo-

sure to these type of electric pulses are understood. In the

presence of the external electric field, a change in the trans-

membrane potential difference is generated.9–11 It superim-

poses upon the resting transmembrane potential difference

and it may be calculated from the Maxwell’s equations, pro-

vided a few approximations were assumed. Above a threshold

value of the net transmembrane potential, changes will occur

in membrane structure, which will render the cell membrane

permeable to otherwise non-permeant molecules.

At the level of the tissues, knowledge in cell electroper-

meabilization in vivo has recently progressed, particularly in

the frame of the CLINIPORATOR project (EU 5th FP, project

QLK3-1999-00484). Two-dimensional and three-dimensional

models of the electric field distribution in various tissues

(muscle, liver, . . .) have been developed and validated.1,2,12–14

However, the description of the phenomena occurring at

the cell membrane level is still incomplete. One of the most
commonly accepted theories, cell electroporation,9,10,15 relies

on the generation of hydrophilic long-lived pores responsible

for the transport of molecules across the membrane. But

these pores have never been observed in membranes of cells

submitted to ‘‘effective’’ electric pulses (except under condi-

tions in which the observed ‘‘pores’’ were considered as

experimental artefacts). Another theory supposes that there

are no holes: the ordered structure of the lipid bilayer would

be lost due to the electrocompressive forces created by the in-

crease in the transmembrane voltage. Then water might en-

ter the membrane through the defects created in the

membrane structure, and the hydration of the membrane

should increase the permeability coefficient of the hydro-

philic molecules such as bleomycin or cisplatin.16

It is noteworthy that among other new results obtained

within the CLINIPORATOR project, it has been shown that

electropermeabilisation can also be obtained delivering the

pulses at a repetition frequency of 5000 Hz (the eight pulses,

and the intervals between them, are delivered in just

1.5 ms).17,18 This possibility, already offered in the Clinipora-

torTM device, shortens the treatment duration and makes

ECT more comfortable (even though eight pulses are still

delivered, there is only one disagreeable sensation that may

cause pain, and only one muscular contraction if electrode

tips are close to muscles beneath the tumour). The clinical

trial reported in this supplemental issue by Marty, Sersa

et al. reveals identical efficacy compared to pulse delivery at

1 Hz that resulted in eight sensations and eight muscle

contractions.

Finally, as reported in the SOP, ECT can be applied using

either invasive electrodes (e.g. needles) or surface electrodes

(metallic plates). In the latter case (use of transcutaneous

pulses), pulse duration is in fact sufficient to disrupt the com-

plex electrical barrier constituted by the stratum corneum and

then to permeabilize the subcutaneous tumours. Whatever

the electrode used (following the procedures reported in the

SOP), there is a simple rule to ensure ECT efficacy: the whole

of the tumour must be covered by the electric fields and

therefore delivery of the electric pulses must be repeated if

necessary to avoid the possibility to leave part of the tumour

untreated. Moreover, at each place where the electrodes are

inserted, enough current must be delivered: significantly

(p = 0.01) higher objective response rate (100%) was achieved

for hexagonal needle electrodes when electric current ex-

ceeded the value of 1.5 A, compared to 73.3% OR rate with cur-

rents below 1.5 A (Marty M, Sersa G, et al., this issue).

3. The anticancer drugs suitable for
electrochemotherapy

3.1. Non-permeant drugs possessing high intrinsic
cytotoxicity: bleomycin

3.1.1. The origin of the electrochemotherapy
First of all, in 1986, using a square-wave electric pulse gener-

ator we determined electropermeabilization conditions under

which a vast majority of the cells exposed to the pulses was

simultaneously permeabilized and alive.3 A new cell biology

and pharmacology was then possible, using non-permeant
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molecules that could enter the transiently permeabilized cells

and act on intracellular targets.10 Combining bleomycin and

cell electropermeabilization we found in vitro an increase of

the toxicity of this anticancer drug by hundreds of thousands

times.4,19 Trying to understand the reasons of this incredible

synergy, we revisited the pharmacology of the bleomycin.20

We showed that bleomycin, a currently used anticancer drug,

was in fact a non-permeant molecule (a non-permeant drug

is a molecule that cannot diffuse through the plasma mem-

brane because of its size and physico-chemical properties)

and that is not actively transported across the plasma mem-

brane. We described the actual mechanism of internalisation

of the bleomycin in the cells not exposed to the electric

pulses, which needs the binding of the bleomycin to a mem-

brane protein. This protein carries the bleomycin inside the

cells through the endocytotic pathway. Internalisation is lim-

ited by the number of carrier proteins exposed at the cell sur-

face and by the speed of proteins withdraw from the

membrane, that is linked to the endocytosis rate of the

cell.21–23 This mechanism of uptake actually limits the bleo-

mycin toxicity.

On the contrary, after cell electropermeabilisation, the

molecules of bleomycin diffuse almost freely inside the cell.

We demonstrated that bleomycin molecules enter the cell

and cut the DNA already in 30 s24,25 even though non-perme-

ant molecules may enter the cells by diffusion during all the

lifetime of the permeabilized regions, for example during sev-

eral minutes, in vitro for cells incubated at 25� or in vivo for

muscle fibres, after exposures to eight reversibly permeabiliz-

ing pulses of 100 ls.12 Interestingly, diffusion may thus occur

for periods of time which are orders of magnitude greater

than the pulse duration.

Moreover we also revealed the huge intrinsic cytotoxicity

of this molecule: several hundred molecules of bleomycin in-

side the cell are sufficient to kill the cell.19 Bleomycin causes

single- and double-strand DNA breaks, but we could show

that the double-strand DNA breaks are intrinsically 300 times

more toxic than the single-strand breaks.26 Cells are actually

killed because some of the double-strand breaks remain unre-

paired: cytotoxicty is revealed when cells try to divide because

their chromosomes are fragmented, while quiescent non-

dividing cells remain alive (metabolically stable) because the

probability that these DNA breaks affect the expression of

an essential housekeeping gene is almost null. This mitotic

cell death process results in a selective killing of the dividing

(tumour) cells that actually spares the non-dividing (normal)

cells around the treated tumour. An interesting difference in

the biological response in mice between an actively growing

tissue (tumours) and a normal tissue (liver) has actually been

observed (H. Mekid and L. M. Mir, unpublished results). Thus

differential effects are obtained between tumour and normal

tissues.

3.1.2. Administration routes for the bleomycin
Two different ways to administer bleomycin have been ex-

plored in preclinical and clinical trials, namely the systemic

or the local delivery. The latter (intratumoural injection of

the bleomycin)27–29 was developed after the preclinical work

of Heller and colleagues.30,31 The former corresponds essen-

tially to the intravenous route,7,8,32–34 but, in patients, at least
two cases of intra-arterial delivery have also been reported,32

and the intraperitoneal route has also been tested in preclin-

ical studies.35

The amount of bleomycin required for efficient antitu-

mour effects in the presence of the electric pulses delivery

are low enough as to be injected systemically without the

need to take safety procedures. The only precaution may be

the administration of an anti-histaminic drug to prevent the

light febrile allergic reactions that can occur 2 h after the bo-

lus administration of the bleomycin. The advantage of the

systemic injection lies in the possibility to treat several nod-

ules at a time, or large nodules, within the therapeutic win-

dow determined in humans (from 8 to 28 min32 after the

intravenous bolus injection of 15000 IU/m2, that is 15 mg/

m2). It is important to recall that the growing parts of the tu-

mours are well vascularised. Therefore, they will be well per-

fused by the drug, ensuring electrochemotherapy efficacy.

Nevertheless, it is also important to note that bleomycin must

be administered in a bolus and not in a long perfusion, be-

cause it is necessary to reach a minimal concentration in

the tissue.

Obviously, the intratumoural injection of bleomycin re-

quires, in principle, less bleomycin. The amounts of bleomy-

cin recommended in the SOP depend on the tumour volume.

Therefore, total injected amount depends on nodule volume,

and on the number of nodules to be treated. It is obvious that,

for the treatment of large tumour masses or of a large number

of nodules, the advantage of a reduction in the dose, with re-

spect to the systemic injection, may be lost. On the contrary,

the need to inject each nodule separately makes the proce-

dure longer, and also less secure because it is very difficult

to reliably perfuse the whole tumour mass. Moreover, in some

cases (e.g. pancreatic carcinomas), direct injection into the tu-

mour mass is almost impossible.

3.2. Low-permeant drugs with known efficacy: cisplatin

The studies that were performed by Sersa and colleagues are

very interesting because they demonstrated that electroche-

motherapy can also be performed using cisplatin instead of

bleomycin at the preclinical36,37 and clinical stages.38,39 The

increase in cisplatin efficacy due to cell electropermeabiliza-

tion is much lower than that of bleomycin.40,41 However cis-

platin delivered as a single agent is active on many tumour

types, while bleomycin alone is a quite inefficient drug in

the absence of the electric pulses. Thus any increase in cis-

platin efficacy is welcome since it directly results in an in-

crease in the antitumour effects. It was shown that the

increase in efficacy was actually due to the increase in cis-

platin uptake and in adducts generation on the DNA.37

In the treatment of cutaneous metastases in humans, cis-

platin can be used alone, by means of intratumoural injec-

tions, with some antitumour activity. This administration

route has also been used in electrochemotherapy, with inter-

esting results. A clinical study showed an increase of the

objective response rate of human in transit melanoma nod-

ules from 19% with cisplatin alone to 82% with cisplatin and

electric pulses.39 The use of cisplatin is an interesting alterna-

tive to the use of bleomycin, in particular to reduce the cumu-

lative dose of bleomycin in the case of repeated treatments:
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bleomycin (delivered intravenously) can then be reserved to

sessions devoted to the treatment of patients with a high

number of nodules or with large nodules (as recommended

in the SOP), while cisplatin could be given for the treatment

of a few small nodules.

Because of its limited increase in efficacy,38 electrochemo-

therapy with intravenous cisplatin did not seem interesting.

Thus the use of cisplatin in electrochemotherapy has been re-

stricted to the intratumoural route of administration, as

clearly specified in the SOP.

3.3. Other drugs

It is important to note that, in spite of several attempts to find

more appropriate cytotoxic molecules, bleomycin and cis-

platin are still the most adequate candidates for the com-

bined use with electric pulses. In vitro, several studies

looked for potential increases in the toxicity of anticancer

drugs due to cell electropermeabilization. All showed a sev-

eral hundreds to thousands fold increase in bleomycin toxic-

ity and, in vitro a several tens fold increase in that of

cisplatin.4,40,41 None of the other drugs of the usual armamen-

tarium of the chemotherapy showed an increase in its toxic-

ity, probably because these drugs easily enter cells by

diffusion through the plasma membrane or by means of

transporters at the cell membrane (like the 5 FU or the meth-

otrexate). Of course, cell permeabilisation is not of interest for

molecules acting on the cell surface and that does not need to

enter the cells.

However, electrochemotherapy might find in the future an

extension through the use of very active short sequences of

nucleic acids (either oligonucleotides or SiRNAs) directed to

specific DNA sequences responsible for the disease (not only

cancer). Another possibility, of course, would be to reconsider

molecules that did not show high efficacy in vivo, and thus

did not reach the clinical level, for use in association with

electric pulses.

4. Selectivity towards the dividing tumour
cells

The normal tissues located just around the tumour nodule

are often already infiltrated by tumour cells that can originate

disease relapse after an unpredictable period of time. Because

of the aggressiveness of classical tumour treatments, margins

are not extensively treated. In the case of the intravenous

delivery of the bleomycin, the amounts of bleomycin in the

interstitial fluids of the tumour, and thus the amount of ble-

omycin entering the cells, provoke the mitotic cell death pro-

cess described above. This situation opens the possibility of a

safe treatment of large margins around the treated nodules,

an approach already performed in humans, particularly in

the case of chest wall carcinoma recurrences. Interestingly,

necrosis is restricted to the tumour tissue and few crusts

are provoked, particularly in the case of subcutaneous nod-

ules, confirming that in humans as well, differential effects

are obtained between tumour and normal tissues.

In the case of the intratumour injection of the cytotoxic

drugs, the high local drug concentration, associated to the

potentiation of the uptake and of the activity consecutive to
the electric pulse delivery results in a marked necrosis of

the cells within the volume of tissue exposed to the electric

pulses. Cisplatin is known to produce the apoptosis of the

treated cells and bleomycin, entering the cells in high

amounts is a pseudoapoptotic drug: all the morphological

and biochemical characteristics of the apoptosis are observed

because the bleomycin itself plays the role of the endonucle-

ases activated during the apoptotic process.24,25 Under these

conditions, the selective sparing of the non-dividing cells (a

consequence of the mitotic cell death process) is lost and

more necrosis and crusts are provoked.

5. Participation of the host immune response

Very soon after the initial preclinical trials on electrochemo-

therapy,5,6 it was shown that the host immune response

was participating in the achievement of the cures after

electrochemotherapy.42 At that time, immunotherapy was

essentially based on the administration of biological response

modifiers like cytokines or lymphokines. Low doses of inter-

leukin-2 were injected in order to enhance mice immune re-

sponses. Several other preclinical trials have shown that the

combination of electrochemotherapy with immunotherapy

results (i) in the enhancement of the local effects and (ii) in

the achievement of systemic antitumour effects in different

experimental models (for example, a metastazing murine tu-

mour model,43 a non-metastazing murine tumour model,44 a

carcinoma model transplanted in the liver of rabbits).45

Therefore this combination is an attracting possibility that re-

quires further experimental and clinical developments. Other

immunostimulatory approaches can be considered: for exam-

ple the transfer of the IL-12 gene in combination with bleomy-

cin delivery has already been tested in mice,46 and the same

gene, in combination with electrochemotherapy with cis-

platin, is being tested in horses (Dr. J. Teissié, personal com-

munication). Other combinations with chemokines have

been already explored like the association of electrochemo-

therapy and TNFa administration.47

6. Vascular effects of the electric pulses and
electrochemotherapy

Blood flow changes occur after the delivery of electric pulses

in vivo.45,48,49 In the case of normal tissues, these effects ap-

pear as a transient hypoperfusion of not only the area defined

by the electrodes but also distally thereof.49 It is a physiolog-

ical reaction the duration of which, 1–2 min in the case of the

skeletal muscle, is independent of the electric pulses param-

eters. The mechanism behind this has been proposed to be a

reflexory vasoconstriction of afferent arterioles mediated by

the sympathetic nervous system. The effect is most pro-

nounced when high voltage pulses (leading to irreversible

electroporation) are used.49 In the case of the electrochemo-

therapy, this is used advantageously. The vascular effect im-

plies that just at the time when the cell is permeabilised,

the drug is withheld within the electroporated area, by the

so-called ‘‘vascular lock’’. Interestingly, it has been shown

that in tumours vascular lock is much more longer than in

the normal tissues. Restoration of the initial blood flow levels

may take hours. These modifications in blood flow could be
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particularly advantageous for intratumoural drug injection,

as this would decrease drug washout.49 There is also an im-

pact on the systemic route for bleomycin administration

since, due to this vascular lock, bleomycin injection must pre-

cede the beginning of the electric pulses delivery even if cells

remain permeabilized for a time sufficient to allow, in princi-

ple, a protocol following the reverse order, pulses first and

injection second.

These short-term vascular effects caused by the electric

pulses are amplified in the case of the antitumour electroche-

motherapy by the fact that the tumour endothelial cells are

also dividing cells that can be killed by the combination of

the drugs and the electric pulses. A particular sensitivity of

some endothelial cells strains has even been shown

in vitro.50 The mid-term and long-term antivascular effects

of the electrochemotherapy (as well as its permanent anti-

haemorrhagic effects, see below) could thus result from the

killing of the tumour endothelial cells that would prevent

the rapid reorganization of the tumour vasculature. As a con-

sequence, an almost permanent, extremely hypoxic situation

is created after nodule treatment by electrochemotherapy,

which can also contribute to the highly efficient antitumour

effects observed.

Vascular lock has another practical consequence. The

treatment of heamorraging nodules by electrochemotherapy

has shown an immediate and lasting interruption of tumour

bleeding.33,51 Thus treatment of haemorrhagic and painful

nodules appears as a very interesting indication of the

electrochemotherapy.

7. Conclusion

In summary, the bases of the electrochemotherapy and the

reasons to use bleomycin and cisplatin in association with

specific electric pulse are fully known. The physico-chemical

characteristics of these two drugs explain why they can be

used in association with permeabilizing electric pulses, while

their biological effects explain the efficacy of the electroche-

motherapy. ECT is a very general treatment for tumours of

any origin. Indeed all living cells are permeabilized by the

electric pulses, and both bleomycin and cisplatin interact di-

rectly with the DNA molecules, whatever the set of (onco- or

antionco-)genes expressed by the tumour cells. Treatment is

efficient and safe, particularly if the recommended SOP are

followed. Drug dosages, timing for electric pulses delivery

and the other treatment details are now well established.

A convenient coverage of the tumour nodules by appropri-

ate non-deleterious electric fields is mandatory. It must be

added that too much intense electric pulses can irreversibly

damage the tissues. This is not at all desired in electrochemo-

therapy but could be used as a sort of electroablative treat-

ment52,53 comparable to ablathermia (heating of tumours at

90� by means of radiofrequency electromagnetic fields) or its

opposite cryosurgery. However, none of these physical-only

treatments may produce the exquisite selective killing of

the tumours cells observed with the physico-chemical electr-

ochemotherapy, particularly using intravenously delivered

bleomycin.

Electrochemotherapy is indeed a local treatment but in

many cases, efficient local control of tumour growth is impor-
tant in cancer treatment. Moreover most of cancer cures are

still achieved by local treatments (surgery and/or radiother-

apy). As already shown at the clinical stage, electrochemo-

therapy could be used as an adjuvant cytoreductive

treatment facilitating ulterior (and non-devastating) sur-

gery,54 and potential combination with other approaches, like

radiotherapy55 or boron neutron capture,56,57 have also been

foreseen. Finally we also showed here that the bases exist

for a future combination of electrochemotherapy with

immunotherapy (whether through the administration of

immunomodulatory agents or the combination with the

(electro)transfer of genes coding for immunoregulatory pro-

teins) that could potentially result in a safe and systemic can-

cer treatment devoid of severe side effects. The indications of

the electrochemotherapy will thus extend in the future.
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